
                                                                                                                        

An Autism Friendly Library - Rising Stars, Mencap and Carlisle Library 

Did you know that? - People with Autism are more likely to visit the library.  

40% never do.  

90% would if they made autism friendly changes  

With increased diagnosis rates for both children and adults on the spectrum, greater inclusion of autistic 
children in educational mainstream, and greater awareness in society of autism there has never been a 
better time to make our library services more autism friendly.  With recent training initiatives by ASCEL 
(Association of Senior Children’s and Education Librarians), the appointment of Cumbria County Council  
Autism Champions, and the National Autistic Society Autism Friendly Award accreditation for 
organisations and businesses,  steps can be taken to make Libraries an autism friendly service.   

Carlisle Library is working with Rising Stars and Carlisle Mencap to make the Library are more autism 
friendly space.  

How can this be achieved?  

1. Resources: 

• Sensory items that allow adults and children too positively access the library space by catering for 
their sensory needs.  According to the national Autistic Society the majority of individuals on the 
spectrum have sensory differences “which can affect behaviour, and have a profound effect on 
(their) life.” The Tovertafel is one example of our current items providing appropriate sensory 
interactive stimulus for people with Autism. 

• Sensory Room - We want to develop a purpose built sensory room in the former baby changing 
room at the back of the library, which is no longer in use as there is a facility in the new toilets 
opposite the library entrance. The sensory room will be the only one of its kind in the city centre 
and provides children, families and adults effected by Autism with a safe space to go to access 
different sensory experiences, and if needed providing a calming safe spot in the busy and vibrant 
(and often Autism unfriendly city centre). 

• Information resources for parents/ carers and families. We currently have a range of resources 
that are accessible for people with Autism of all ages such as books, DVDs, booklets and online 
resources. We would like to continue to update these resources on a regular basis 

• Effective signposting and mapping within the library (pictorial and written). We want to develop a 
library map and improve our signage to make it clearer for people to get around the building and 
better access the service. This is particularly useful for people with autism as they can self direct 
and understand the lay out better.  

• Accessibility area(s) and times – twilight quiet sessions with appropriate low level lighting 
specifically to encourage people with autism to access the service. Areas and resources designed 
to follow the National Autistic Society guidelines, including ear defenders available at reception, 
quiet areas with appropriate books.  

2. Activities for children and families 

These can be sessions allowing families to access the specialist resources available in a supported 
environment, or more specialised sessions such as Lego therapy and Story Massage. These would also 
take place under accessible conditions and times.  

3. Training  



                                                                                                                        

• Staff awareness:   online training programmes developed by ASCEL and Dimensions.org.uk giving an 
introduction to autism for staff, to increase greater understanding and awareness. This will 
incorporate informal discussions with the Local Committee Autism champions and other people 
with real life experiences of autism. Carlisle Staff have already accessed training through 
Dimensions and the Carlisle Autism Champion has visited to talk informally about her own 
experiences.  

• More specialised training allowing further opportunities for autism families to access the library 
service eg story massage, lego therapy. 

• Mentoring training for library staff allowing autistic adults entry into the workplace to gain 
workplace skills. 

 


